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�e student will investigate the relationship between the voltage across 1. 

a resistor and the current passes through it (Verifying Ohm’s Law).

�e student will be able to find out and calculate the value of the resistor 2. 

in the circuit from the graph of voltage versus current.

EB1 Board
Connection Wire
Two DMM’s

Voltage Source (PSB board)
Variable Resistor 10KΩ 
(soldered on EB1 board)

Mini Screw Driver 
Resistor 330Ω
Jumper

Procedure and Conclusions:

1. Build an electric circuit using EB1 board by inserting a resistor 330Ω at the 
pair (B) and a jumper at the pair (C).

2. Connect (7.5 volt) from PSB board to the pair (A) using a connection 
wire.

3. Turn the selection dial of the first DMM to DCA mode (range 200mA), 
insert the DMM probes at the pair (E). 

4.  By using a mini screw driver, adjust the wiper of the variable resistor to get 
its highest value (i.e. when we get the lowest current (I) in the circuit as seen 
from the reading of the Ammeter), record your results in the table below.

5. Turn the selection dial of the second DMM to DCV mode (range 20 V), insert 
the DMM probes at the points (4) and (5) to measure the voltage across the 
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resistor 330Ω, see the voltmeter reading (V) and fill it in the table below.
6.  Using a mini screw driver, turn the wiper of the variable resistor slowly until 

you get a slight change in the Voltmeter and Ammeter readings. Record 
your results in the table below.

7.  Repeat step 6 to get more readings for the Voltmeter and Ammeter. Again 
record obtained readings in the table below.

V/ICurrent (I)
(A)

Current (I) 
(mA)

Voltage (V)
(Volts)

Attempt

1

2

3

4

5

    
8. Plot IV graph by plotting the voltage (V) on the X-axis and the current (I) 

on the Y-axis
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the voltage and current, we conclude that the voltage across a resistor is 
 proportional to the current passes through the 

same resistor, this is called ........... law.

to the value of the resistor that is used in the experiment.


